The game of darts attracts a large international following and can be fiercely competitive. Despite its popularity, and the large equipment market, no previous peer-reviewed studies have examined the trajectory of a dart in flight. This study used high-speed video techniques to measure the trajectories of 225 dart throws from 19 amateur players. The dart's pitch and angle of attack were found to oscillate during flight in a manner that is analogous to damped harmonic motion. It was also found that the dart's oscillation frequency was strongly correlated to launch speed, whilst its characteristic wavelength and damping ratio were independent of launch speed. The measured wavelength of oscillation (2.16 m) was found to be similar to the regulation throwing distance (2.37 m). It is proposed that the dart is 'tuned' to the throwing distance such that it undergoes one full oscillation before striking the board. The dart flight was modelled using a classical dynamic stability analysis and good agreement was found between the experimental observations and the theoretical predictions. The success of the model confirms that the approach can be used to explore the dynamics of different dart designs through parametric sensitivity analyses.
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Introduction
The game of darts has a large international following. At the highest levels, the game is fiercely competitive with numerous televised tournaments and considerable rewards for the best players. The game is also a popular pastime with a long and colourful history. The aim of the game is to successfully target different point zones on a board by throwing a dart from a set distance. Whilst this may appear simple, commentators have argued that an explicit "appliance of science" exists with regards to various aspects of the game [1] . Smeets et al. [2] state that the position and orientation of a dart's resting position in the board is determined by the angle, speed and position of the hand at release. This is analogous to stating that the dynamics of the dart's flight towards the scoring bed are determined by its initial conditions, namely, position, velocity, orientation and angular velocity.
Similar to other projectiles, when a dart is in free flight its motion is determined by its weight, its aerodynamic drag force, and its aerodynamic lift force. The dart's weight acts at its centre of gravity ( x dart ), whilst the aerodynamic drag and lift forces act at its aerodynamic centre ( x ac ).
An initial observational consideration of dart flight reveals the trajectory to be non-trivial since the magnitude and direction of the aerodynamic forces will change during flight leading to a complex trajectory.
A number of studies have examined the flight of similar projectiles such as badminton shuttlecocks [3, 4] and archery arrows [5, 6] . Shuttlecock and arrow flight is somewhat similar to that of a dart since in all cases the aerodynamic centre is located behind the centre of gravity. One can assume this to be true for a dart since it possesses large fins on its rear, and a centre of gravity located towards its tip. Cooke [3] describes how the distance (the static margin) between a shuttlecock's aerodynamic centre and centre of gravity creates a 'restoring' pitching moment that acts to stabilise its flight. Park [5] describes similar behaviour in the flight of an arrow.
By the 1990s, the concept of 'stacking' was emerging [1] . This technique regards the process of throwing darts to land on a vertical alignment to a preceding dart such that the highest possible score can be achieved (three darts within the treble 20 scoring bed). Stacking requires the ability to throw darts that rest in the dartboard close to, or below the horizontal. If the dart rests in the board inclined above the horizontal the barrel, stem and flight all create a visual and physical obstruction of the intended scoring bed. Figure 1 shows the disadvantages of landing a dart at an angle above the horizontal. Darts commentators often refer to the successful implementation of the stacking technique as the key to a player's performance [7] [8] [9] .
Despite the popularity of darts and the evident importance of understanding the mechanics of dart flight, there are no peer-reviewed studies on the topic. Some authors have published studies concerning dart accuracy and the biomechanics of throwing. Smeets et al. [2] investigated the hypothesis that dart throwing accuracy was correlated to release time precision, and Burke and Yeadon [10] performed a biomechanical analysis of participants' dart throwing technique to measure accuracy with respect to release time and hand speed; however, no measurements of actual dart trajectories were made during either of these throwing studies.
The need of darts players and dart manufacturers to better understand the mechanics of dart flight provides the motivation for this study. This study will compare flight dynamics parameters from experimentally observed dart trajectories to theoretical predictions from a developed flight stability model. The aim of this work is to determine the validity Fig. 1 The visual obstruction caused by stacking darts at approximately 20° to the horizontal of a flight stability model for darts to better understand the complex trajectory.
Methods
Experimental observation
A large throwing trial was observed to provide a description of typical dart flight. The dart throwing trial, approved by Sheffield Hallam University's research ethics committee, was performed by a total of 19 participants, who provided written informed consent and participated voluntarily.
The 19 participants each performed four dart throwing trials. A trial consists of throwing three darts towards a dartboard, providing the study total of 228 dart throws. Three of the throws were void due to technical difficulties leaving a total of 225 valid dart throws in the data set. Eighteen of the participants were male and one was female. All participants considered themselves to be skilled amateur darts players and all threw with their dominant arm.
Participants were permitted to throw 12 practice darts by way of a warm-up, thus familiarising themselves with the general laboratory environment. Participants were advised to aim for the treble 20 scoring bed. This is a scoring area of decisive importance in the sport of darts [11] , and ensured all participants were at least aiming for the same target irrespective of where on the dartboard the darts finally came to rest. Since the task involved muscle activity that was considerably below maximal levels, there was no possibility of physical fatigue [12] .
A dartboard was positioned on a wall at a perpendicular height of 1.73 m from the centre of the bull's-eye to the floor. The throwing line was located at the competition distance of 2.37 m from the front of the dartboard in accordance with both governing bodies of darts, the Darts Regulation Authority [13] and the World Darts Federation [14] .
Thin strips of reflective tape were attached to each dart in two positions; the front marker being taped around the front of the barrel near to the point, and the back marker being taped around the stem, near to where the flight is positioned. It was assumed that the addition of the reflective tape would not affect the performance of the dart. Participants threw a set of standard darts, with a total mass of 26.7 ± 0.2 g. The barrels were of straight weight design, meaning the mass was distributed evenly along the entire length of the barrel. The barrels were 23.5 ± 0.3 g, 80% tungsten, of length 57.4 mm (excluding points) and diameter 7.08 mm. Nylon stems were used, measuring 44.7 mm in length (excluding thread) with diameter 7.08 mm at the widest point and 4.88 mm at the narrowest point. Standard shaped fins were used, with a span of 42.9 mm and a root chord of 50.3 mm. The combined mass of the stem and fins was 1.8 ± 0.1 g.
A Phantom V4.3 high-speed video camera, operating at 100 Hz and with an exposure time of 0.2 ms was used to capture the two-dimensional dart trajectories. The camera was positioned perpendicular to the throwing area to record the dart trajectory within the sagittal plane, as the majority of movement associated with throwing darts primarily occurred within this plane [15] . The camera was centred at the midpoint of the throwing arc, and at an equivalent height to the centre of the bull's-eye. To minimise any parallax errors, the camera was located 8 m from the throwing plane. Figure 2 provides a typical screenshot from the highspeed video footage.
The dart trajectories were analysed using bespoke image analysis software. The 2D coordinate positions of both markers were obtained by manually digitising both markers during every frame of each dart trajectory. This resulted in a pair of pixel coordinates for both markers at each frame of the trajectory. A large checkerboard of known dimensions was filmed in the plane of motion to calibrate the pixel coordinates. Consequently, several dynamic parameters were calculated at a frequency of 100 Hz throughout the trajectory; these included 2D position x dart in the sagittal plane, velocity of x dart (speed and flight path angle relative to the horizontal in the sagittal plane), pitch angle (angle of dart relative to horizontal in the sagittal plane), angle of attack (difference between pitch and flight path angle), and angular velocity (rate of change of pitch angle). Figure 3 shows a schematic of these parameters.
To calculate the changing velocity of x dart , best fit secondorder polynomial functions were recursively placed through a moving window of eight consecutive pairs of horizontal position and time data, and eight consecutive pairs of vertical position and time data. The gradients of the functions were used to determine the changing velocity of x dart throughout the trajectory.
Similarly, to calculate angular velocity, best fit secondorder polynomial functions were recursively placed through a moving window of eight consecutive pairs of pitch angle and time data. The gradients of the functions were used to determine the changing angular velocity throughout the trajectory.
A repeatability study was undertaken to determine the level of human error in manually tracking the dart trajectories. One single dart trajectory was chosen at random and digitised 20 times. Based on one standard deviation, the velocity of x dart was measured to within ± 0.05 m s −1 and ± 0.32°, and the angular velocity was measured to within ± 31 deg s −1 .
Theoretical description
The dart was modelled using classical flight stability theory, as applied to conventional fixed wing aircraft and rocketlike geometries, assuming an initial steady-state (straight and level) flight condition. The model first considered static stability, establishing the centre of gravity and aerodynamic centre (neutral point) positions and a restorative static stability measure inherent to the dart geometry (static margin). The model subsequently considered dynamic stability, applying small-disturbance theory based on a pure pitching motion analysis [16] , to describe the response to a dynamic divergence perturbation for a given geometry with defined inertial properties. The output from this model was not a trajectory, more fundamentally it predicted the frequency of the free oscillatory dynamic response and a damping ratio, analogous to a mechanical mass-spring-damper system. This theoretical analysis can then be applied to model any dart where basic mass, mass distribution and geometric dimensions are measured experimentally. Furthermore, a generalised model such as this was developed such that future studies will be able to explore the dynamics of different dart designs through parametric sensitivity analyses.
Fin geometry
A dart has four rotationally symmetric fins, each perpendicular to an adjacent pair. The inboard fin root chord length c r is located where the four fins meet (coincident to the dart centreline axis) and the outboard wing tip chord length c t , illustrated in Fig. 4 . The wing span length b, refers to the width from tip to tip of a planar fin pair, perpendicular to the chord length. The fin taper ratio, root to tip chord, is denoted λ c and the flight surface area of two planar fins is S. The sweep angle of the leading and trailing edges of each fin are Λ LE and Λ TE , respectively, where positive sweep angle is for an edge rotated towards the tail of the dart.
Centre of gravity
The theoretical location of x dart was defined by treating the needle as a cone, the barrel sections as two truncated cones with coincident base surfaces, the stem as a simple cylinder and the flight as two flat plates perpendicular to each other. The centre of gravity for each section x cone , x trunc , x cyl and x flight was defined as follows:
where h is the axial height of each section and ϕ L and ϕ S are large and small end diameters of truncated cone sections, respectively. x dart is then found by taking moments of each individual section about a datum, located on 
Moment of inertia
The local moment of inertia I y was calculated about each section x i before translating to x dart , using the parallel axis theorem. The flight was approximated as two perpendicular flat plates with rhomboidal external dimensions and characteristic length scales defined by mean aerodynamic chord c MAC and span b.
where m L is the mass of the full height (not truncated) cone with base diameter ϕ L , and m S is the equivalent mass of the missing cone part using base diameter ϕ S . x L and x S are the centre of gravity locations for the full and missing truncated sub-geometries, respectively. c MAC and b were the characteristic lengths to model the moment of inertia of the flight, for a tapered wing;
The fin aerodynamic forces act at x ac , typically approximated at c MAC /4 from the leading edge. x ac from the dart needle datum is given by, where y fin is the fin centre of gravity displacement perpendicular to the dart centreline given by, and l b and l s lengths of the barrel (including needle) and stem, respectively. Assuming the fin has minimal uniform thickness, x fin = x flight , the centre of gravity of a single fin is at the intersection of c MAC and c∕2 lines, as depicted in Fig. 4. 
Static stability
To calculate aerodynamic loading from each dart section, an analysis similar to Barrowman and Barrowman [17] on slender finned vehicles (rockets) was followed. However, contributions from the needle, barrel and stem sections were considered negligible relative to the aerodynamic loading on the fins. The static stability analysis was treated as 'fins only' with an aerodynamic normal force N (body fixed lift) perpendicular to the dart centreline acting at aerodynamic centre x ac providing a pitching moment M, with rotational direction in the sagittal plane. Two planar fins were considered as a short span low aspect ratio AR wing, defined as b 2 /S, which is typically an indicator of lower aerodynamic efficiency. The fins' aerodynamic pitching moment was considered small relative to the large moment arm provided by the aerodynamic lift about x dart . The theoretical body fixed lift curve slope c Nα for a twodimensional infinite span wing with uniform cross-section is given by 2π per radian of angle of attack α [18] . The lift curve slope was corrected for the three-dimensional dart flight wing by defining a curve through an extensive set of both numerical and empirical data [19] , to account for low planform area S and sweep angle about the quarter chord line Λ c∕4 given by, where the planform parameter, As the flight pitching moment is assumed small, the slope coefficient C Mα for the dart is defined by the slope of the normal force and the distance between aerodynamic centre ( x ac ) and centre of gravity ( x dart ), where the distance between centres x sm is known as the static margin,
Dynamic stability
The classical flight dynamic stability analysis is used a second-order differential equation, similar to a mass-springdamper system, to yield frequency of oscillation in pitch and a damping ratio. This was expressed through a simplified one degree of freedom equation of motion where the sum of the pitching moments about x dart is given by, where ̈ is the angular acceleration. Small-disturbance theory [16] was then applied, assuming small deviations about a steady flight condition. This assumption does not hold for projectiles exhibiting large pitch angles and a transient flight trajectory angle; however, due to the simplicity of the dart geometry and dynamics, the small-disturbance approach was followed. Pitching moment and pitch angle were expressed as reference values with subscript o and a perturbation from that value with prefix Δ.
. In the model, the vertical displacement of the dart centre of gravity is considered small, effectively constrained to a level reference flight condition. Therefore, the pitch angle and angle of attack are the same, the pitch rate q is the same as angular velocity ̇ and the equation of motion can be written in terms of either or ; thus which is analogous to the classical mass-spring-damper equation and can be expressed in terms of damping ratio ζ and undamped natural frequency ω n , where and damped natural frequency given by,
The dynamic stability derivatives describe the change in pitching moment with respect to both angle of attack and pitch rate, defined by considering the change in aerodynamic lift on a planar fin pair at a moment arm distance x sm away from the c g . Pitching moment as a function of can be written, where is in radians, air density and V o is the forward velocity reference value; the negative sign designates an aerodynamically stable body. The stability derivative is the first derivative of (31) substituted into (23);
A small change in angle of attack can be defined using the ratio of perpendicular velocity components, Similarly, substituting (33) into (31), pitching moment as a function of pitch rate is, and the q stability derivative from (34) and (24),
Velocity independence
It can be shown that the wavelength of the angle of attack oscillation for a throwing dart, is independent of velocity V o . First, by substituting (32) and (35) into (29), it can be shown that the damping ratio ζ is also independent of velocity, Then by substituting (28), (32) and (37) into (31), where the radius of rotation r rot is,
grouping together all terms that are independent of time t. Therefore, when (38) is substituted into (36), the velocity independent form of the wavelength is given by, Figure 5 shows histograms of the darts' dynamic conditions at release. These conditions are the darts' launch velocity (magnitude and angle), the darts' initial pitch angle, and the darts' initial angular velocity (rate of change of pitch angle or pitch rate). The plots present data from 225 analysed throws and show the range of dynamic conditions achieved by amateur players. Implementing a Shapiro Wilk test for normality showed all the distributions to be normal apart from the distribution for launch speed which is evidently skewed. The median value for launch speed was 6.0 ms −1 ; the median value for launch flight path angle was 16.5° above the horizontal; the median initial pitch was 19.4° above the horizontal; and the median initial angular velocity was − 412 deg.s −1 (a forward's nose down rotation reducing the pitch angle). Figure 6 shows the dominant relationship within the initial launch conditions. There is a strong negative correlation between the darts' launch speed and launch flight path angle (r 2 = − 0.50, p < 0.001). This is presumably because fast throws require a relatively flat trajectory to maintain dart height, whilst slower throws need to be directed on a steeper parabolic trajectory. This relationship supports historical descriptions of the effect of the move towards thinner and faster tungsten darts in the 1970s whereby players could achieve flatter trajectories [1] .
Results and discussion
Experimental observations
In addition to the initial launch conditions, full dynamic measures of the entire trajectory were determined for each throw at a frequency of 100 Hz. Figure 7 shows the flight path angle, pitch, and angle of attack throughout a typical trajectory. Six stages of the flight are identified on the plot and these stages are also represented in a schematic of the trajectory in Fig. 8 .
The conditions at six stages of a typical trajectory identified in Figs. 7 and 8 are described below:
1. The dart is released with a positive pitch and a negative angular velocity (nose down rotation). Because the pitch angle does not match the flight path angle (angle of attack is not zero), the fins on the rear of the dart create aerodynamic forces that produce a pitching moment, and angular deceleration. 2. The pitch angle quickly drops to zero, and the dart's negative angular velocity is maintained due to angular
momentum. The angle of attack now becomes negative and the resulting aerodynamic forces produce a positive (nose up) angular acceleration. 3. The positive angular acceleration slows the negative angular velocity of the dart and initiates positive angular velocity.
4. The dart's pitch angle, flight path angle and angle of attack all reduce to approximately zero as the dart reaches the zenith of its trajectory. 5. The dart's angular momentum maintains its positive angular velocity as it begins the trajectory descent. This creates a positive angle of attack that induces a negative angular acceleration and slows the positive angular velocity to zero once again. 6. As the dart approaches the scoring bed, its angle of attack remains positive and this maintains the negative angular acceleration that builds a negative angular velocity. Ultimately, the dart lands in the scoring bed with a small negative pitch angle that will cause a visual obstruction and, therefore, make the stacking technique difficult.
Similar behaviour was found throughout the majority of the data set of participant throws. It is evident that during its trajectory, the dart's orientation undergoes an oscillating behaviour that is analogous to damped harmonic motion. Both the dart's pitch angle and angle of attack oscillate with reducing amplitude as the flight progresses.
It was possible to analyse the dart's oscillating behaviour for 194 throwing trials. 31 trails were excluded due to irregular behaviour such as not exhibiting two identifiable 6 The significant relationship between the darts' launch speed and launch flight path angle oscillation peaks. For each trajectory, measures such as the first peak amplitude, second peak amplitude, frequency, wavelength and coefficient of the oscillation were determined for both pitch angle and angle of attack. Table 1 specifies the axisymmetric sections representative of the dart geometry used in the experimental throwing trials from pointed nose to stem, the flight is included, but the lateral dimension refers to the span b, as illustrated in Fig. 4 . For each section of the dart, diameter and axial length were measured, mass was calculated proportionally from combined barrel plus needle and stem plus flight mass measurements, and centre of mass and moment of inertia were calculated based on theoretical volume and mass distribution, respectively, as defined in Fig. 4 . Contributions of sectional moment of inertia were translated to a common centre of gravity using the parallel axis theorem.
Theoretical results
Geometry and inertial properties
Relevant parameters not stated in Table 1 are outlined as follows. Fin taper ratio λ c is 0.44 and the planar wing surface area S, based on two fins, is 15.55 cm 2 . Mass of barrel, including needle, is 24.9 g and stem and flight together 1.8 g. The measured barrel mass and theoretical barrel geometry volume (including needle) determined specific gravities of 14.60 and 1.15 g/cm 3 for barrel and stem, respectively. The centre of gravity of each section is listed in Table 1 with reference to the needle point datum, see Fig. 4 . To accurately compare the theoretical oscillatory rotation to the high-speed video data, the experimentally measured centre of gravity was used for the model predictions ( x cg of 48.5 mm). The centre of gravity was determined by balancing the dart on a vertical knife edge. The theoretically calculated dart centre of gravity position was more than 10% further from the datum than the measured value, likely due to unknown material composition and theoretical geometry model approximations.
Static and dynamic stability properties
Mean aerodynamic chord c MAC , from (10), is 38.1 mm and aerodynamic centre position, assumed at quarter chord c MAC /4, located at 126.5 mm relative to the datum, from (11) . The planar wing lift curve slope, from (13) and (14), correcting for aspect ratio AR, 1.18, and sweep angle Λ c∕4 , 27.9°, yields F and C N of 1.34 m 2 and 1.69 per radian, respectively. The static margin x sm is 78.0 mm from (16) ; in the absence of a lifting wing x sm /ϕ L is 11.0, normalised by (maximum) body diameter and pitching moment slope is − 3.5 per radian from (15) .
Stability derivatives M α and M q for a typical dart throw, from (32) and (35) , with release velocity V o 6 m/s, the median value from the experimental data, are − 249.1 s −2 and − 3.24 s −1 , respectively. The undamped natural frequency and damping ratio, from (37) and (38), are 15.8 rad/s and 0.10. The damped frequency, from (30), is an angular rate of 15.7 rad/s, equivalent to 2.50 Hz. The velocity independent wavelength, from (40), is 2.38 m, where the frequency-velocity curve slope is 1/r rot and radius of rotation r rot is 0.38 m, from (39).
Comparison of experimental observations to theoretical predictions
The dynamic flight stability model does not facilitate simulations of the full dart trajectory, but it does allow for predictions of the dart's oscillating behaviour. Based solely on the dart geometry, and predicted dart inertial properties; the model provides theoretical predictions for the angle of attack oscillation with regards to wavelength, frequency and damping ratio. Figure 9 shows a plot of launch speed and wavelength of angle of attack oscillation for both experimentally observed data, and theoretical predictions. The observed wavelength of the dart's oscillating angle of attack was found to be independent of the launch speed. Similarly, the theoretical wavelength (40) was independent of launch speed at a constant 2.38 m. This compares well to the mean experimentally observed wavelength of 2.16 ± 0.35 m. Interestingly, both the observed and predicted mean wavelengths are similar in length to the regulation throwing distance of 2.37 m; however, the regulation throwing distance only relates to the location of a player's front foot, and typically, the dart will be released closer to the scoring bed due to the player's forearm-hand extension and forward lean. The mean experimentally observed horizonal distance from the point of dart release to the scoring bed was determined to be 2.07 m (n = 225). Therefore, on average, the dart undergoes 1.04 oscillations before striking the scoring bed. The implication here is that the dart is 'tuned' to the throwing distance. The median initial pitch angle at the point of release was 19.4° above the horizontal, and thus after 1.04 oscillations, the dart will typically impact the scoring bed with a small positive pitch angle (the needle of the dart pointing upwards). If one were to attempt to throw a dart from a closer or further distance, the dart will impact the scoring bed with a larger pitch angle and may be more prone to bounce off the surface. This effect is commonly seen in practice. Figure 10 shows a plot of launch speed and frequency of angle of attack oscillation for both experimentally observed data, and theoretical predictions. The dynamic stability model shows generally good agreement with the experimentally observed data. The dart's launch speed and the frequency of its oscillating angle of attack are strongly related (p < 0.001). This relationship was to be expected since higher launch speeds create larger angular accelerations due to the larger aerodynamic forces acting at the centre of pressure. This relationship is key to explaining why the dart's characteristic wavelength remains constant. A dart thrown fast will oscillate quickly to return itself to its original orientation after a specific range, whilst a dart thrown less fast will oscillate slowly and return itself to its original orientation at approximately the same range. Figure 11 shows a plot of launch speed and damping ratio of angle of attack oscillation for both experimentally observed data, and theoretical predictions. The observed damping ratio of the dart's oscillating angle of attack was found to be independent of the launch speed. Similarly, the dynamic stability model predicts that damping ratio is independent of launch speed and was constant at 0.10. This compares well to the mean experimentally observed damping ratio of 0.11 ± 0.05.
Wavelength
Frequency
Damping ratio
Implications
A dynamic stability analysis of the dart flight has shown that the frequency of oscillation is linearly dependent on release speed and that the damping ratio and wavelength are independent of release speed. This is confirmed by experimental observations of dart trajectories via high-speed video tracking. The theoretical predictions show good agreement with the experimental observations and indicate that the modelling approach can appropriately simulate the oscillation dynamics of the physical system.
The validated dynamic stability analysis shows that the dart oscillation dynamics are driven by the aerodynamic moment arm of the fin, and are dependent upon fin area and static margin. The frequency and damping of the oscillation is strongly dependent on moment of inertia, and this is dominated by the overall mass and mass distribution of the barrel. Future work should use the dynamic stability model to perform a parametric sensitivity analysis to investigate the effect of dart design on it's trajectory.
Like many sports, the winning margin in darts can be very small. Commentators have suggested that the pitch angle of the dart when it impacts the scoring bed is of critical importance due to the assumed advantages of the 'stacking technique' [7] [8] [9] . It is, therefore, conceivable that an ideal characteristic wavelength can be determined in relation to the player's individual throw dynamics, and the desired final pitch angle. The design of the dart could be individually optimised to achieve this ideal characteristic wavelength using the aforementioned parametric sensitivity analysis.
The experimental observations are derived from a wide range of release conditions and it was assumed that all trajectories occur within the sagittal plane. Experimental observations were recorded two-dimensional trajectory data only thus introducing potential measurement uncertainty. The effect of gyroscopic stabilisation is unobtainable from the experimental data, although it is known that the dart will generally precess around the flightpath rather than oscillate in plane. Furthermore, the analytical model assumes small pitch angular rotations (≪ 1°) about a horizontal flight condition; however, the trajectory is typically parabolic with much larger angle of attack amplitudes (~ 45°) in flight. Nonetheless, the dynamic stability analysis yields close agreement to the experimental observations. Improved confidence in the aerodynamic inputs driving the dynamic stability analysis could be achieved through a parametric study in fin surface area and body section geometry via wind tunnel test.
Conclusions
This study has provided a detailed experimental and theoretical description on the flight of a dart including its oscillating behaviour during flight. Experimental observations showed the amplitudes of the pitch angle and angle of attack oscillations to be strongly correlated to initial angular velocity in a manner that is analogous to damped harmonic motion. It was also found that the darts' oscillation frequency was strongly correlated to launch speed, whilst its characteristic wavelength was independent and apparently 'tuned' to the throwing distance such that the dart undergoes one full oscillation before striking the board.
A dynamic stability model was developed and validated against the experimental observations. The model shows that the dart oscillation dynamics are driven by the aerodynamic moment arm of the fin, and are dependent upon fin area and static margin. The frequency and damping of the oscillation is strongly dependent on moment of inertia, and this is dominated by the overall mass and mass distribution of the barrel. Future work should use the dynamic stability model to perform a parametric sensitivity analysis to investigate the effect of dart design on its trajectory, and to explore the possibility of design optimisation for individual throw dynamics.
